In this paper we study the dimension of bivariate polynomial splines of mixed smoothness on polygonal meshes. Here, "mixed smoothness" refers to the choice of different orders of smoothness across different edges of the mesh. To study the dimension of spaces of such splines, we use tools from Homological Algebra. These tools were first applied to the study of splines by Billera (1988). Using them, estimation of the spline space dimension amounts to the study of the generalized Billera-Schenck-Stillman complex for the spline space. In particular, when the homology in positions one and zero of this complex are trivial, the dimension of the spline space can be computed combinatorially. We call such spline spaces "lower-acyclic." In this paper, starting from a spline space which is lower-acyclic, we present sufficient conditions that ensure that the same will be true for the spline space obtained after relaxing the smoothness requirements across a subset of the mesh edges. This general recipe is applied in a specific setting: meshes of arbitrary topologies. We show how our results can be used to compute the dimensions of spline spaces on triangulations, polygonal meshes, and T-meshes with holes.
Introduction
Piecewise-polynomial functions called splines are foundational pillars that support modern computer-aided geometric design [8] , numerical analysis [6] , etc. These functions are defined on polyhedral partitions of R n . Their restriction to any polyhedron's interior is a polynomial, and these polynomial pieces are constrained to join with some desired smoothness across hyperplanes supporting the intersections of neighbouring polyhedra. Here, we study bivariate spline spaces -i.e., n = 2 -of mixed smoothness -i.e., different orders of smoothness constraints are imposed across different edges of the partition. From the perspective of approximation with splines, mixed smoothness is particularly interesting for capturing local, non-smooth (or even discontinuous) features in the target function; e.g., for shock-capturing in fluid dynamics, or for modelling smooth geometries with localized creases. In particular, we study how the dimension of such spline spaces can be computed.
Computing the dimension of spline spaces is a highly non-trivial task in general for splines in more than one variable. Initiated by Strang [19, 20] , this is by now a classical topic in approximation theory and has been studied in a wide range of planar settings; e.g., on triangulations, polygonal meshes, and T-meshes [18, 2, 4, 17, 16, 11, 7, 21, 12, 22] . Nonpolynomial spline spaces have also been studied in the same vein; e.g., [5] .
In the present paper, instead of initiating the study of mixed-smoothness splines from scratch, we study them in relation to a proper subspace for which the dimension-computation problem is well-understood. Several conceptually similar approaches have been recently formulated, inspired by applications of splines in numerical analysis and geometric modelling. For instance, this approach was adopted to study splines on locally subdivided meshes in [15] ; to study splines with local polynomial-degree adaptivity in [21, 22] ; and to study mixedsmoothness splines on T-meshes in [24] .
More specifically, we derive sufficient conditions that help describe mixed-smoothness spline spaces as lower-acyclic, i.e., as spaces for which the dimension can be computed combinatorially using only local geometric information. Working on a polygonal mesh in R 2 , we start from a spline space R r whose members are constrained to be at least r(τ ) smooth across edge τ of the mesh. Then, given that R r is lower-acyclic, we derive sufficient conditions for R s ⊇ R r to be lower-acyclic, where s(τ ) r(τ ) for all edges τ . We use methods from homological algebra to derive these results; see Section 3.
The sufficient conditions derived are highly general and are applicable to a wide variety of non-standard spline spaces. In order to examine the conditions in practice, we narrow our focus down to a specific application: dimension computation for spline spaces on meshes of arbitrary topologies; e.g., see the figures below: Such splines enable geometric modelling of and numerical analysis on arbitrary smooth surfaces [23] , and are very useful in applications. We investigate the application of our results to the following particular cases; see Section 4 for the details:
• total-degree splines on triangulations and polygonal meshes containing holes;
• mixed bi-degree splines on T-meshes containing holes.
Preliminaries: splines, meshes and homology
This section will introduce the relevant notation that we will use for working with polynomial splines on triangulations and T-meshes.
Bivariate splines on planar meshes
Definition 2.1 (Mesh). A mesh T of R 2 is defined as:
• a finite collection T 2 of polygons σ that we consider as open sets of R 2 having non-zero measure, called 2-cells or faces, together with
• a finite set T 1 of closed segments τ , called 1-cells, which are edges of the (closure of the) faces σ ∈ T 2 , and such that the following properties are satisfied:
• σ ∈ T 2 ⇒ the boundary ∂σ of σ is a finite union of edges in T 1 ,
• σ, σ ∈ T 2 ⇒ σ ∩ σ = ∂σ ∩ ∂σ is a finite union of edges in T 1 ∪ T 0 , and,
The domain of the mesh is assumed to be connected and is defined as
The closures of the mesh faces σ will be denoted by σ. Edges of the mesh will be called interior edges if they intersect the interior of the domain of the mesh,
• Ω. Otherwise, they will be called boundary edges. The set of interior edges will be denoted by
if a vertex is in
• Ω it will be called an interior vertex, and a boundary vertex otherwise. The set of interior vertices will be denoted by • T 0 . We will denote the number of i-cells with t i := #T i . The first ingredient we need for defining polynomial splines on T are vector spaces of polynomials attached to each face of the mesh. More precisely, to each face σ of the mesh, we will assign a vector space of (total degree or bi-degree) polynomials denoted by P σ ,
If the closures of faces σ and σ have non-empty intersection, then we will assume that P σ +P σ is either P σ or P σ . Then, we can use P σ to assign vector spaces of polynomials to the edges and vertices of T. Denoting these by P τ and P γ , respectively, for τ ∈ T 1 and γ ∈ T 0 , we define them as follows,
The above assignment of vector spaces to faces, edges and vertices of T will be assumed to be fixed throughout this document. The second and final ingredient that we need for defining splines on T is a smoothness distribution on its edges. The objective of this paper is to study how the dimension of the space of splines on T (which will be defined shortly) changes with the smoothness distribution; the latter object is defined as follows.
Using this notation, we can now define the spline space R r that forms the object of our study. From the following definition and the definition of r, it will be clear that we are interested in obtaining highly local control over the smoothness of splines in R r , a feature that is missing from most of the existing literature. This problem has been addressed in a recent paper [24] , but in a restriction setting where it is assumed that (a) T is a T-mesh and (b) P σ = P σ for any σ, σ ∈ T 2 . Thus, the setting of the present paper is much more general.
From the above definition, the pieces of all splines in R r are constrained to meet with smoothness r(τ ) at an interior edge τ . We will use the following algebraic characterization of smoothness in this document. 3
Lemma 2.4 (Billera [4] ). For σ, σ ∈ T 2 , let σ ∩ σ = τ ∈ • T 1 , and consider a piecewise polynomial function equalling p and q on σ and σ , respectively. Then, this piecewise polynomial function is at least r times continuously differentiable across τ if and only if
where τ is a non-zero linear polynomial vanishing on τ .
In line with the above characterization and for each interior edge τ , we define I r τ to be the vector subspace of P τ that contains all polynomial multiples of r(τ )+1 τ ; when r(τ ) = −1, I r τ is simply defined to be P τ . Similarly, for each interior vertex γ, we define I r γ := τ γ I r τ . Here, we have suppressed the dependence of I r τ and I r γ on m to simplify the reading (and writing) of the text.
Topological chain complexes
Any spline f ∈ R r is a piecewise polynomial function on T. We can explicitly refer to its piecewise polynomial nature by equivalently expressing it σ [σ]f σ with f σ := f | σ . This notation makes it clear that the polynomial f σ is attached to the face σ of T. Using this notation and Lemma 2.4, the spline space R r can be equivalently expressed as the kernel of the map ∂,
defined by composing the boundary map ∂ with the natural quotient map. As a result of this observation, the spline space R r can be interpreted as the top homology of a suitably defined chain complex Q r , Q r :
The above is the generalized Billera-Schenck-Stillman complex (abbreviated as gBSS). The Billera-Schenck-Stillman complex was first introduced in [4, 16] , and the gBSS was first introduced in [21, 22] . As in [4, 16, 12] , we will study Q using the following short exact sequence of chain complexes, 0 0
Definition 2.5 (Lower-acyclicity of gBSS). The complex Q r will be called lower-acyclic if its homologies in positions one and zero are trivial, i.e., if H 1 (Q r ) = 0 = H 0 (Q r ).
Lower-acyclicity of the gBSS is interesting precisely because it is a sufficient condition for ensuring that the dimension of R r can be computed using only local combinatorial data, with the computation being unaffected by the global geometry of T. Theorem 2.6. If Q r is lower-acyclic, then the dimension of R r can be combinatorially computed,
where χ (Q r ) is the Euler characteristic of the complex Q r . Moreover,
Proof. The first claim follows from the definition of the Euler characteristic of Q r ,
The second part of the claim follows from the long exact sequence of homologies implied by the short exact sequence of chain complexes in Equation (2),
We present our main results in this section. In particular, we will relate the dimension of the spline space R r to the dimension of a spline space R s obtained by relaxing the regularity requirements. That is, for all interior edges τ , it will be assumed that s(τ ) r(τ ). This relationship will be utilized to present sufficient conditions for lower-acyclicity of the gBSS defined for R s .
For the spline space R s , let the first and last chain complexes in Equation (2) be denoted by I s and Q s , respectively. Then, by definition of the smoothness distributions r and s, we have the following inclusion map from I r to I s ,
Since both complexes are also included in the complex C, we can build the following commuting diagram between two short exact sequences of chain complexes,
Proposition 3.1. If H 0 (I s /I r ) = 0 and Q r is lower-acyclic, then the following hold,
Proof. The diagram in Equation (3) implies the following commuting diagram that connects the long exact sequence of homologies for the two exact sequences of complexes,
Then, from Theorem 2.6, we know that H 1 (Q r ) ∼ = H 0 (I r ). Then, by an application of the Five lemma [9, 14] , we obtain
and the first part of the claim follows. The second part of the claim follows upon considering the long exact sequence implied by the following short exact sequence of chain complexes,
By focusing on the simpler object H 0 (I s /I r ), see Lemma 3.4 at the end of this section, the previous result helps identify when H 0 (I s ) will be isomorphic to H 0 (C). Using this, we can now present our main results: sufficient conditions for the lower-acyclicity of Q s . The following results use the following commuting diagram of complexes,
which is built using the inclusion map C → C.
Proposition 3.2. If H 0 (I s /I r ) = 0 and Q r is lower-acyclic, then
Proof. The diagram in Equation (4) implies the following commuting diagram that connects the long exact sequence of homologies for the two exact sequences of complexes,
.
By an application of the Five lemma [9, 14] , we obtain that the map H 1 (Q r ) → H 1 (Q s ) must be a surjection. Then, the claim follows from the lower-acyclicity of Q r . 
Applications
Let us now see how we can compute the dimension of splines on interesting meshes using Corollary 3.3. This latter result is quite general and is applicable in a large number of settings. We will narrow our focus down to the case where we reduce the smoothness across one or more interior edges τ from r(τ ) to s(τ ) = −1. This is motivated as follows. Let us say that we are working with splines on a polygonal partition of a topological disk Ω. Assume that Corollary 3.3 says that we can reduce the smoothness across any interior edge to −1. Then, we can carve out arbitrary polygons from Ω to create new meshes of arbitrary topologies, and we can do so without losing the ability to exactly compute the dimension of splines on the new meshes. • A pruned meshT is obtained from T by deleting all faces in F .
• Withr andm defined by restricting r and m to the edges and face ofT, the spline space Rrm(T) will be called the pruned spline space.
• The pruned gBSS complexQr is defined onT usingr andm. Equivalently,Qr can be obtained from Q r by deleting all faces σ ∈ F from the top vector space.
Note that, in general, the domains corresponding to a mesh T and its corresponding pruned meshT will be topologically different. The next three subsections show how the dimension of pruned spline spaces can be be computed for triangulations, polygonal meshes, and T-meshes. We will use the following result in all sections. 
Triangulations
Let us look at splines on given triangulations T. In the interest of a focused discussion, we will consider the following special case as our starting point,
where m ∈ Z 0 , r ∈ Z −1 , and P m is the space of polynomials of total degree at most m. • τ : otherwise. 7
Then, for both these cases, it is easy to verify that H 0 (I s /I r ) vanishes and the claim follows from Corollary 3.3. Lemma 4.3 tells us that if an edge τ is incident on a vertex γ such that r(τ ) = −1, then for any other edge τ that is incident on γ, we can reduce the smoothness across τ to −1. On the other hand, we now consider what happens when we reduce the smoothness across the entire boundary of a face σ ∈ T 2 to −1.
A dimension formula for splines on planar triangulations with holes is given in [1] for m ≥ 4r + 1. In the remarks at the end of [3] it is indicated how this dimension formula can be extended to m ≥ 3r + 1. In this section we show that homological techniques (Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 3.3) can be used to derive the dimension formula for splines on triangulations with holes (and m ≥ 3r + 1) from the dimension formula on triangulations without holes.
The result depends on describing H 0 (I s /I r ), which is the cokernel of the only non-trivial map in the chain complex I s /I r ; we call this map φ. Suppose σ is bounded by edges τ 1 , τ 2 and τ 3 . Let γ i = τ i ∩ τ i+1 be interior vertices of T, where the index i is cyclic in (1, 2, 3) . Let i be a linear form vanishing along τ i for i = 1, 2, 3. Then φ is the map φ :
Here r+1 i is the subspace of P m containing all polynomial multiples of r+1 i (for i = 1, 2, 3).
Lemma 4.4. Let Q r be lower-acyclic and consider a face σ bounded by edges τ 1 , τ 2 and τ 3 . Let γ i = τ i ∩ τ i+1 be interior vertices of T, where the index i is cyclic in (1, 2, 3) . Assume that the following hold for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
• r(τ i ) = r,
• r(τ ) = −1 for any edge τ incident on γ i , If the cokernel of the map φ from Equation (5) is trivial, then Q s is lower-acyclic, where
Proof. The is immediate from Corollary 3.3 and the fact that H 0 (I s /I r ) is precisely the cokernel of the map φ from Equation (5).
Lemma 4.5. The cokernel of the map φ in Equation (5) (and hence H 0 (I s /I r )) is isomorphic to
Proof. We apply the snake lemma to the left two columns of the following commutative 8 diagram:
We only need the last portion of the snake lemma, namely the rightmost vertical column given by the sequence
where ι and π are the induced maps from ι and π. In other words, coker(φ) ∼ = coker(ι). The above diagram explicitly identifies cokerφ with P m . Since the diagram is commutative,
Remark 4.6. In the remainder of the manuscript, if f 1 , . . . , f k are polynomials in P m we use the notation f i to denote the subspace of P m containing all polynomial multiples of f i and f 1 , . . . , f k to denote f i .
By a change of coordinates we may assume that 1 = x, 2 = y, and 3 = z, where z = (x + y + 1). Then
are linear forms in x and y, y and z, x and z, respectively (regarding z as a variable). The integer t i is the maximum number of the powers of linear forms { r+1 τ : γ i ∈ τ } which are linearly independent (this is the minimum of r + 2 and the number of slopes incident upon γ i ). A standard basis for P m is provided by the monomials x i y j , i + j ≤ m. An alternative basis for P m which is more convenient for our arguments is the polynomials of the form x i y j z k = x i y j (x + y + 1) k , where i + j + k = d. Lemma 4.5 guarantees that H 0 (I s /I r ) will vanish if every polynomial of this form is in the sum I r γ 1 + I r γ 2 + I r γ 3 . We can obtain good estimates for this from the integers Ω 1 := min{d : x i y j ∈ I r γ 1 for all i + j ≥ d} Ω 2 := min{d : y i z j ∈ I r γ 2 for all i + j ≥ d} Ω 3 := min{d : x i z j ∈ I r γ 3 for all i + j ≥ d}. We can in fact obtain these exactly using [16] . 9
Lemma 4.7. [16, Corollary 3.4] Let the vertices γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 be as above. Suppose γ i has n i distinct slopes and put t i = min{r + 2, n i } for i = 1, 2, 3. Suppose further that Ω i is defined as above. Then, for i = 1, 2, 3,
We are now in a position to state our main result on triangulations.
Theorem 4.8. Let Q r be lower-acyclic and consider a face σ bounded by edges τ 1 , τ 2 and τ 3 . Let γ i = τ i ∩ τ i+1 be interior vertices of T, where the index i is cyclic in (1, 2, 3) . Assume that the following hold for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
• r(τ ) = −1 for any edge τ incident on γ i , Suppose γ i has n i distinct slopes, put t i = min{r + 1, n i } and
the chain complex Q s for the pruned mesh is lower-acyclic, where
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, it suffices to show that the cokernel of the map φ in Equation 5 is trivial. By Lemma 4.5 it suffices to show that I r
Then, by Lemma 4.7, we must have
Summing these leads to
Theorem 4.9. Suppose T is any triangulation. Then Q r is lower-acyclic for m ≥ 3r + 1. In particular, the formula in [3, Equation 7 .1] holds for m ≥ 3r + 1.
Proof. An arbitrary planar triangulation T has some number of holes, along with a minimal number of triangles needed to 'fill in' those holes with a triangulation. We induct on this minimal number of triangles needed to 'fill in' the holes. If no such triangles are needed, then T triangulates a simply connected region and the main result of [3] implies that the corresponding chain complex Q r is lower-acyclic for m ≥ 3r + 1. Now suppose T triangulates an arbitrary non-simply connected region with corresponding chain complex Q s . Pick one of the holes in T and form T by adding in a triangular face σ so that Lemma 4.5 can be used to give better estimates in non-generic situations, as we illustrate in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.11. Let r, m and T be such that Q r is lower-acyclic. If every interior vertex of T has at least r + 2 distinct slopes incident upon it and m > 3r 2 then the smoothness across the boundary of any face σ ∈ T 2 can be reduced to −1 while preserving lower-acyclicity. In particular, (A) m 2 and r = 1: If T is such that any interior vertex has edges with at least 3 distinct slopes incident upon it, then the smoothness across the boundary of any face σ ∈ T 2 can be reduced to −1 while preserving lower-acyclicity.
(B) m 4 and r = 2: If T is such that any interior vertex has edges with at least 4 distinct slopes incident upon it, then the smoothness across the boundary of any face σ ∈ T 2 can be reduced to −1 while preserving lower-acyclicity.
In both of the above cases, the dimension of the corresponding pruned spline space can be computed by a direct application of Theorem 4.2.
Example 4.12 (C 1 quadratic splines on a domain with holes). Consider the meshes shown in Figure 2 . We are interested in the space of C 1 quadratic splines on mesh in (a). Then, we can interpret this space as the pruned version of the space of C 1 quadratics on on the triangulation in (b) after we have reduced the smoothness along the dashed edges in (c) to −1. Therefore, we start by looking at the mesh in (b). First, for the mesh in (b), choose all P σ = P 2 for all faces σ, where P 2 is the space of polynomials of total degree at most 2, and r(τ ) = 1 for all interior edges τ . It can be checked, using the formulas in [13] , for instance, that Q r is lower-acyclic and the dimension of the corresponding space is 27.
Then, using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we can reduce the smoothness across all dashed edges in (c) to −1 while preserving lower-acyclicity (c.f. Corollary 4.11(A)). The dimension of the resulting space is 53. As a result, the dimension of the pruned space in (a) can be exactly computed using Theorem 4.2 to be 29.
Note that, for the mesh in (a), H 1 (C) is not 0. Therefore, it is not directly covered by the approach presented in [13] for dimension counting. The result of the computation of course coincides with Billera [4, Theorem 5.8] since we looked at the special choice of r = 1. Nonetheless, our results can also be applied for different choices of r; c.f. is smaller than the dimension of splines in (a). However, this makes sense because, while removing some faces from the mesh, we also removed the smoothness constraints across the boundaries of those faces. The net effect of such operations may very well lead to an increase in the dimension, as is the case here. The same observation will also hold later when we look at T-meshes in Example 4.26. 
Polygonal meshes
Now suppose T is an arbitrary rectilinear mesh (allowing polygonal faces) with the same setup as in Section 4.1. That is,
where m ∈ Z 0 , r ∈ Z −1 , and P m is the space of polynomials of total degree at most m. For technical reasons we will assume that the polygonal faces are convex although this condition could be dropped for particular examples.
We consider reducing smoothness to −1 across the boundary of a face σ ∈ T. Suppose σ is bounded by edges τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ k . Let γ i = τ i ∩ τ i+1 be interior vertices of T, where the index i is cyclic in (1, 2, . . . , k) . Then the non-trivial map φ in H 0 (I s /I r ) is given by φ :
The cokernel of φ (and hence H 0 (I s /I r )) is isomorphic to P m /(I r γ 1 +· · ·+I r γ k ).
Proof. The proof is the same as Lemma 4.5.
If the face σ is not triangular, then it is likely that (I r γ 1 + · · · + I r γ k ) = P m for quite small m relative to r and it is possible to obtain quite accurate estimates for the smallest such m. However, this equation typically holds in degree far lower than dimension formulas are actually known (see [7] ), so we focus on giving some coarse estimates that are easy to derive. Proposition 4.14. Let T be a planar polygonal mesh and σ a face of T with bounding edges τ 1 , . . . , τ k and vertices γ i = τ i ∩ τ i+1 (i taken cyclically from (1, . . . , k) ). Let s, r be the smoothness distributions given above, where s reduces smoothness along the edges of σ to −1. As above, let Ω i = r + r+1 t i −1 , where t i = min{r +1, n i } and n i is the number of slopes incident at γ i . Then H 0 (I s /I r ) vanishes for • m > 3r or • m > Ω i + Ω i+1 − 2 for any i = 1, . . . , k.
In particular, if Q r is lower-acyclic then so is Q s .
Proof. By Lemma 4.13 it suffices to show that (I r γ 1 + · · · + I r γ k ) = P m for the two cases above. Without loss of generality we can change coordinates so that I r τ 1 = x r+1 , I r τ 2 = y r+1 , and I r τ i = z r+1 for some 1 < i < k, where z = (x + y + 1). Then it is clear that x r+1 , y r+1 , z r+1 ⊂ (I r γ 1 + · · · + I r γ k ). We again choose to use the basis x i y j z k , i + j + k = m, for P m . If x i y j z k / ∈ x r+1 , y r+1 , z r+1 then we must have i ≤ r, j ≤ r, and k ≤ r; thus i + j + k ≤ 3r. It follows that x r+1 , y r+1 , z r+1 = P m , hence also (I r γ 1 + · · · + I r γ k ) = P m . Now suppose that m > Ω i + Ω i+1 − 2 for some i = 1, . . . , k. Again, changing coordinates we may assume that
where L i and M i are linear forms in x and y, and y and z, respectively (regarding z as a variable, where we are again letting z = x + y − 1). Recall that x i y j z k , i + j + k = m, form a basis for P m . Suppose Figure 3 : A non-simply connected polygonal mesh is shown in (a). We can interpret the mesh in (a) as a pruned mesh once the smoothness across the dashed edges in (b) have been reduced to −1. In (b), reducing the smoothness to −1 decouples the faces inside the dashed region from those outside the dashed region. Then, the required spine space dimension can be computed from the one on (a) using Theorem 4.2, i.e., by subtracting the term dim (P σ ) for the polygon enclosed by the dashed edges. All domain boundaries have been displayed in bold.
and n i is the number of slopes incident at γ i (i = 1, 2). If m > Ω 1 + Ω 2 − 2, the proof of Proposition 4.14 shows that if Q r is lower acyclic then so is Q s . This observation can be used to remove all smoothness requirements along arbitrary edges, as long as m is large enough. Example 4.16 (C 1 splines on a polygonal mesh with holes). Let T be the mesh depicted in Figure 3 (b). For simplicity we assume the coordinates of the vertices in this figure are chosen generically (thus Q r is lower-acyclic for large m). In this case [11] implies that dim R 1 = 
T-meshes
Let us now present examples of applications to splines on T-meshes T. In particular, we will show how Corollary 3.3 can be combined with previously published results from [12, 22, 24] to compute the dimension of bi-degree splines in a very general setting by reducing the smoothness across one or more edges to C −1 . Thereafter, Theorem 4.2 will allow us to compute the dimension of the corresponding pruned spline spaces on T-meshes of arbitrary topologies.
T-meshes have a simpler structure and as a result we can consider a more general setting than the one we discussed in the previous sub-sections. More precisely, for σ ∈ T 2 , we will allow m(σ) = P σ to be the vector space of polynomials of bi-degree at most (m σ , m σ ) for some m σ ∈ Z 0 , i.e., m(σ) = P σ = P mσmσ .
Of course, we will assume that the assumptions placed on m in Section 2 are still satisfied. Then, following Equation (1), we will also define We will denote the sets containing vertical and horizontal interior edges of T with
, respectively. Finally, for a vertex γ, we define orders of smoothness r h (γ) and r v (γ) as follows,
We start by defining the segments of the T-mesh as connected unions of horizontal or vertical edges that have the same associated m τ . • L A := ∪ τ ∈A τ is non-empty and connected,
Then A will be called a (horizontal or vertical) segment. Lemma 4.23, which will be presented shortly, identifies sufficient conditions allowing the smoothness across a segment of the T-mesh to be reduced while preserving lower-acyclicity. The next three results discuss the dimensions of spaces of univariate polynomials, and Example 4.21 presents an application of these results; the proof of Lemma 4.23 will use these results as well.
In the following, P m is used to denote the vector space of univariate polynomials in variable x of degree at most m; P m := 0 for m < 0. Finally, for I = {1, . . . , k} and some a i ∈ R and d i ∈ Z −1 , i ∈ I, we define M (I) ⊆ I to be the largest set such that • all a i , i ∈ M (I), are distinct;
• for each i ∈ M (I), d i = min {d j : a i = a j , j ∈ I}. Then, the dimension of V is given by the following formula, 
Then, the dimension of V is given by the following formula, That is, we choose V as the following vector space, where i = x − a i , 
Let a τ be the horizontal (resp. vertical) coordinate for the vertical (resp. horizontal) edge τ . Then, the weight of A, ω r (A), is defined as
Note that ω r (A) can be computed by a direct application of Lemma 4.19. Proof. Using Lemma 3.4, we can study the lower-acyclicity of Q s by studying H 0 (I s /I r ) on the segment A. This is essentially a one dimensional problem. Consider then the horizontal segment A as shown below; the proof for vertical segments is analogous.
A contains the edges τ 1 , . . . , τ k ∈ • T 1 and the vertices γ 0 , γ 1 , . . . , γ k . By definition, A contains at least two different vertices, and m τ =: m A for all edges τ ∈ A. Let T be the set from Definition 4.22, i.e., the set containing all vertical edges that intersect L A . Note that I s /I r is not supported on any τ ∈ T .
When condition (a) is satisfied, the proof is very simple for the following reason. Let us now examine condition (b). Let A be a non-zero linear polynomial that vanishes on L A . By definition, for all τ ∈ A,
Let τ be a non-zero linear polynomial that vanishes on vertical edge τ ∈ T . Since ω s (A) = m A + 1, we can use Corollary 4.20 to write
Then, for any i, any element of I s γ i can be written as the sum of elements of I s τ , τ ∈ T . Since I s /I r is not supported on any τ , H 0 (I s /I r ) = 0.
For both conditions (a) and (b), the claim of lower-acyclicity of Q s follows from the above and Corollary 3.3. Lemma 4.23 discusses the setting when the smoothness is reduced across a single segment of the mesh. Its successive applications can help us compute the dimension of a large class of splines on T with mixed smoothness. The next result is immediate and is completely analogous to Lemma 4.3 which was shown for triangulations. Its statement is simple: if an edge intersects another edge, and the order of smoothness across the latter is −1, then we can also reduce the order of smoothness across the former to −1 while preserving lower-acyclicity. We are now in a position to present examples where we compute the dimensions of spline spaces on T-meshes that contain holes. The approach will be exactly analogous to the one taken in the previous sub-section, i.e., we will try to see if the spline space can be interpreted as a pruned spline space on a T-mesh without holes.
Example 4.26 (C 1 splines on domains with holes). Consider the problem of building C 1 splines on the two domains shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). On the mesh in (a), we are interested in splines that are biquadratic polynomials when restricted to any mesh face. On the mesh in (b), on the other hand, we are interested in splines that are biquadratic polynomials restricted to the white faces, and bicubic polynomials when restricted to the blue faces. Proceeding as in the case of triangulations, we will compute the dimension of such spline spaces by interpreting them as pruned spline spaces on the meshes in (c) and (d).
The dimension of splines on the mesh in (c) can be computed using the results from [12] , while the dimension on the mesh in (d) can be computed using [22] . Both are computed to be 30 and 50, respectively. Then, Lemma 4.23 allows us to see that, for the mesh in (c), we can reduce the smoothness across any segment that is composed of at least two edges. can be easily computed as follows. First, we use the results from [12] and [22] to get the dimension of splines on meshes in (c) and (d), respectively. Thereafter, we use Corollary 3.3 to compute the dimension when smoothness across the dashed edges in (e) and (f) has been reduced to s(τ ) = −1. This decouples the faces inside the dashed region from those outside the dashed region. Then, the required dimension can be computed using Theorem 4.2, i.e., by subtracting dim (P σ ) for each σ contained inside the dashed region.
Conclusions
Piecewise-polynomial splines are extensively applied in the fields such as computer-aided geometric design [8] and numerical analysis [10] . In practice, spline refinements -degree elevation, smoothness reduction, mesh subdivision -are some of the most important exact operations that can help enhance the approximation power of the spline space. The ability to do so in a local manner is central to efficient applications of splines.
In this paper, we study the problem of dimension computation for splines while focusing on local smoothness reduction. Starting from smooth splines on arbitrary polygonal meshes of R 2 , we derive results that allow us to compute the exact spline space dimension once smoothness requirements across a subset of the mesh edges have been relaxed. The derived results are very widely applicable, and in order to explore their specific implications we restrict our focus -we show how they can be used to compute the dimension of splines on polgyonal meshes, triangulations and T-meshes of arbitrary topology.
For instance, our results allow us to compute the dimension of splines on T-meshes with holes; see Figure 4 . Such splines can then be used to build smooth surfaces of arbitrary topologies -a major application of splines in geometric modelling and numerical analysis [23] . The construction of a spline-space basis that can handle such applications is the focus of ongoing research.
Another particularly interesting research direction is the one opposite to the one we study here -the inexact operation of spline coarsening. This is also very useful in practice. For example, when numerically solving a PDE, if a complex solution feature simplifies over time, one would also want to reduce the spline space's approximation power for efficiency. Studying this setting -where a richer spline space is used to compute the dimension of its subspacewill likely require an entirely different approach than the one adopted here.
